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1 • INTffiDUCTION

The DEUCE is a universal electronic digital computer capable of carrying 
out automatically and. rapidly a sequence of arithmetic or other operations 
comprising a computation. In using the machine the problem to be solved is 
broken down into a series of elementary operatiorP, which will be performed in 
the correct order by the machine. A "program", consisting of the appropriate 
instructions directing the machine to perform this sequence of operations, is 
fed into the computer together with the initial arithmetic data, and the 
computation then proceeds without further intervention from the operator.

The process of making out a program may take a few weeks or even months 
for a complicated problem, considerably longer than would be occupied in 
carrying out the steps individually on a desk calculating machine.

The utility of the DEUCE lies in the element of repetition, both of indi
vidual instructions within a program and of numbers of computations of exactly 
the same type. In the solution of a set of simultaneous linear equations, 
for example, the process of eliminating one variable between two equations 
consists of subtracting a fixed multiple of the coefficients of one equation 
from the corresponding elements of the other. Only ono copy need be made of 
the instructions dealing with a pair of coefficients; rhe required number of 
repetitions is specified by a few extra instructions and carried out automa
tically by the machine. There is a further stage of repetition in eliminating 
a particular variable from all but one of the equations, and again in elimina
ting successive variables from successively smaller numbers of equations to 
reduce the set to triangular form. Thus the whole process is built up from 
one small group of instructions, with extra groups to ensuro the correct number 
of repetitions at each stage.

Cnco a program has been made, it is retained in permanent form on punched 
cards and may be run into the DEUCE in a few seconds. As a result of the time 
originally spent in making a program for the solution of a sot of simultaneous 
linear equations, any set may now bo solved in a matter of itinutes.

The essential main sections of a computer of this type are as follows;-

Storage
Storage capacity to hold the numbers being worked on and the instructions 

specifying the computation. DEUCE has 8594 storage locations, any of which may 
hold cither one number or one instruction.

Input and Output

Equipment to read into the computer the program of instructions and the 
original data; and to give out the final answers. The standard DEUCE uses 
punched cards for input and output.

Control Unit

A computer must contain equipment for interpreting its operating instruc
tions, and for making the necessary connections between various parts of the 
computer to carry out these instructions in the required sequence. This is 
known as the control section of the machine.

Arithmetic Unit

It is necessary in the course of many calculations to perform certain 
arithmetic operations suoh as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
Equipment must be provided to perform those operations.
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If it is desired to solve a scientific problem on DEUCE the job must bo 
tackled in a number of stages.

1. The problem is reduced to a set of mathematical equations.
2. A computational method is devided for solving these equations.
3. A set of instructions is punched on cards to correspond to this method.

4. The initial data for the calculation is punched on cards.
5. A complete pack of cards containing tho instructions and data in the 

manner required for that particular program is assembled.
6. These cards are fed into the computer which performs the calculations 

and punches out the results on cards.
7. If required the results can be printed on paper by a tabulator.

The third stage of tho above, i.e. the instructions on punched cards to 
correspond to the computational technique,requires further explanation. First 
of all the problem is broken down into a series of sections which may be repre
sented in the form of a block diagram, often referred to as a "logical flow 
diagram". Each of the sections can be sub-divided into smaller simpler sections 
until the calculation has been split into the most basic steps, each of which 
can be written as a single DEUCE instruction. This now is the flow diagram of 
the DEUCE instructions which is punched on cards. An example of that logical 
flow diagram is given in Appendix E which splits up tho calculation of the roots 
of a quadratic equation into more basic steps. The whole of that logioal flow- 
diagram would correspond to a single entry in a logical flow diagram one level 
higher, and one might decido to divide any one of the steps such as step 8, the 
calculation of a square root, by means of lower level logical flow diagrams 
before the flow diagram of DEUCE instructions was written.

Having obtained a flow diagram of DEUCE instructions one must decide where 
these instructions will be stored in the machine and where any data which has 
not already been allocated a position is to bo stored.

The next stage is the coding of these instructions, i.e. writing them in 
such a form that tho machine can obey them. Finally, these instructions are 
punched on cards.

Then will come the stage of testing the program and the elimination of its 
errors. A separate report will bo issued on the techniques whioh can profitably 
be used in this process. However, it may be stated here that it is extremely 
rarely that a program will produce correct results the first time it is tried 
on the computer.
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2. DEUCE INSTRUCTIONS

A DEUCE instruction specifies a source (s) and destination (d) and when 
this instruction is obeyed it transfers the contents of the source to the 
destination. There are various types of sources and destinations as follows:-

(a) The source or destination may be a storage position

The storage positions arc given numerical addresses, e.g, 13, 14, 15, 16.
One must not confuse the contents of a storage location and its address.
Although these may both bo numbers the contents of any storage location 
may change very many timos in a calculation, but its address is always the 
same. When the instruction which is written as 15-l6(rcad as "15 to 1 6") 
is obeyed, then the contents of storage position 15 is transferred to 
storage position 1 6, wiping out what was in storage position 16 initially 
and leaving the contents of storage position 15 unaltered.

(b) The contents of a source may be a constant

E.g. Source 27 always contains the number 1. Thus when the instruction
27-14 is obeyed, thon the initial contents of storage position 14 is 
wiped out and replaced by the number 1.

(o) postinations may bo funptional

There is no storage position with address 25. Instead the instruction
1 5-25 adds the contents of storage position 1 5 to the- initial contents 
of storage position 13 leaving the sum in position 13. Thus destination 
25 may be described as the additive destination associated with storage 
position 13.

Example 1. Given that tho contents of storage position 14 is x end that 
the contents of storage position 15 is y, calculate x .y and store it 
in position 16. Tho flow diagram of instructions for ceis is:

(a) 14-13 
lb) 15-25
(c) 13-16

Notes Instruction (a) transfers x to storage- position 13.
Instruction (b) forms the sura (x+y) in storage position 13. 
Instruction (c) transfers tho contents of storage position 13,

which is now (x+y) to storage position 16, 
leaving it also in storage position 13.

Exorcise 1. Given x in storage position 14 
y in storage position 15 

and z in storage position 16
write the flow diagram of instructions for placing (x+y) in storage 
position 15 and (x+y+z) .in stcrago position 16.

Just as destination 25 is the additive destination associated with 
storage position 13, so destination 26 is the subtractive destination 
associated with it. Thus for example the instruction 27-26 subtracts 
from the initial contents of storage position 13 the contents of source 
27, which is tho constant 1.

(d) A source, may be functional

There is no storage position 24, but source 24 is a functional source 
associated with storage position 14; source 24 gives the contents of 
storage position 14 multiplied by 2. ('Subject to limitations-on tho :size 
of numbers, as will bo so.cn later,Thus the-instruction-24-25 adds twice 
tho, contents'.of..storage position 14 to the initial contents of storage 
position 13.

“'/» NELSON RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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(c) A_ dostination may bo i^scariLminr.tivo

Tho sequence of instructions to be followed may depend on the result of a 
preceding calculation. For example, in Appendix E, the path to be followed 
branches according as to whether the roots arc real or complex. If a 
number is sent to destination 27 then the machine next obeys one of two 
instructions depending on whether the number is positive or negative. (For 
this purpose the number zero is said to be positive). Thus the instruction

A

is followed by one of two possible instructions depending on whether tho 
contents of storage position 14 is positive or negative. Similarly 
destination 28 discriminates on whether the contents of the source is zero 
or not zero.

Example 2. If the number in storage position 13 is positive, double the 
contents of storage position 14; if negative, add the contents of storage 
position 15 to that of storage position 13. The flow diagram of instruc
tions for doing this is

13-27
y/ \- 

24-14 15-23
This sequence of instructions forms part of the method of programming a 
square root calculation.

Example^ _3 ♦ Given x in storage position 14 and 
y in storage position 15

calculate f x-y| and store it in position 16.
Hx-yl is the difference between x and y, i.e.

I x-y| = x-y if x y 
I x~y I = y-x if y > x J

The flow diagram for this is

(a) 14-13
(b) 15-26 
(o) 13-27
+ / \

(f) 13-1(d) 15-13
| (o) 14-26

N; tes_ (a) Transfer x to position 13
(b) Subtract y from x in position 13
(c) If x-y is positive proceed to instruction ff)., if negative 

proceed to instruction (d).
(d) Transfer y to position 13.
(o) Subtract x from y in position 13.
(f) If (x-y) is positive then the contents of storage position 13 

is (x-y). If (x-y.) is negative, the instructions (d) and (c) 
will have been obeyed and the contents of position 1 3 is now 
(y-x) vzhich is positive. Thus in both cases the contents of 
storage position 13 is now |x-y| which is transferred to 
position 16 as required.
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Exerciso, 2. Given n an integer which nay he positive or zero in position 
16, z in position 14, and y in £>osition 15, write the flow diagram of 
instructions for the following operations;-

If n > 0, replace y hy x •+ v y in position 1 5 and reduce n hy 1 in 
position 16.
If n = 0, transfer the contents of position 15 to position 16.
Hence complete the flow diagram for calculating (nx Ho y) where x, y 
and n are the initial contents of positions 14, 15 and 16 respectively.
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3. LONG- DELAY LINES

Except for storage positions 13, 14, 15 and 16, which wo have so far 
considered, the addresses of the other storage positions are specified hy more 
than one number. In a calculation on a hand machine involving various columns 
of numbers, one might be given the place to find a certain number by the number 
of its column and its position in that column. On DEUCE wo use the terns 
delay line (DL) and minor cycle (me). Thus, for example, the address 6^ 
refers to minor cycle 14 of delay lino 6. There are 12 long delay lines 
which are numbered DL1, DL2, ..., DL12, each of which has 32 minor cycles which 
arc numbered ncO, red, ..., me 31. These should not bo regarded as starting at 
0 and ending at 31, but as an indefinitely long soquenoo in which me o follows 
me 31.

Actually the storage positions 13, 14, 15 and 16 arc oach mercury delay 
lines each of which contains just & single minor cycle. To distinguish those 
different capacities of delay lines, wo refer to TS13, TS14, TS15 and TS16 as 
opposed to DL1 , etc. (The letters TS are an abbreviation for the words ’’Tempo
rary Store" and although this is not a very suitable term, the abbreviation TS 
remains in current use.)

Double Stores and Quadruple Stores

There are delay lines which arc intermediate in capacity between the 
TS’s which have one minor cycle each and the DL's which have 32 minor cycles 
each. There are three double stores, abbreviated as DS, which are numbered 
19, 20 and 21, each of which have two minor cycles. These minor cycles are 
numbered 2 and 3. Thus the double stores between then contain 6 storage 
positions which arc writton as

192 1 93 202 20^ 212 21 ?

Finally, there are two quadruple stores ("quad" or QS) which arc numbered 
17.and 18, each of which has 4 minor cycles numbered 0, 1, 2 and 3. Thus the 
two quads contain 8 storage positions which are written as

170 171 172 173 18q 181 182 183
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4. STORAGE OF IKSTRUOTICWS

In addition to the dr.to being stored in the machine, all the instructions 
have also to be stored in positions. Thus any storage position nay contain ono 
number or one instruction. In general the instructions which are immediately 
available to be obeyed are stored in DL's 1...,8. There are other storage 
positions, e.g. DL's 9....12 whero they can be stored before they arc required 
to bo obeyed, but before they can be obeyed they must bo transferred to storage 
positions in one of the delay lines 1....8. Thus every instruction in a 
program has to be allocated a storage position in ono of the DL's 1....8.

In order that the machine can obey a sequence of instructions stored in any 
ordor in any minor cycles of DL's 1....8, the nachino having obeyed one 
instruction has to know where the next instruction is to be found. Thus every 
instruction has to contain three pieces of information, the source, the destina
tion and the storage position of the next instruction.

On a flow diagram of instructions the position where an instruction is 
stored is written on the left of the source used in the instruction. Thus, for 
example, the part of a flow diagram written as

(a) 11O "
(b) 27 - 25
W 37 13

means (a) an instruction stored in 7g whose effect is to transfer the contents 
of 1 q to TS13 and take its successor from 6^;

(b) an instruction stored in 6^ whose effect is to add 1 to the contents 
of TS13 and take its successor from

(c) an instruction stored in whoso effect is to transfer the contents 
of TS13 back to (next instruction position not shown).
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5. SPECIPIC/TION OF NEAT INSTRUCTION

In any instruction there are two parts which specify the position of the 
next instruction. These are called the "Next Instruction Source "(NIS) and 
the "Timing Number " (t). The NIS can take one of the eight values 0,1,...,7 
and this determines in which of the eight possible delay lines the next 
instruction is stored. The timing number can take any one of the values 
0, 1, ..., 31 which determines the minor cycle in ’which the next instruction 
is stored.

Consider an instruction I-j stored in minor cycle m^of a delay line N4 .
Assume for the moment that it is not a discrimination instruction and so is 
followed by a single instruction Ip. Suppose that I2 is stored in me m2 of 
delay lino N2. Then the (NIS) of the instruction 1^ is given by the rule

(NIS). = No if N9 is from 1 to 71 = 02 if n| = 8 (1)

The timing number Tj of the instruction 1^ is given by the rule

T1=m2-m1-2ifm2»ni1+2 
or T.j = m2 - m^ - 2 + 32 if m2 < + 2 32 '
or T. = nv, - m1 -2 + 64 if m2 < + 2- 32 (happens only if m1=31,

These are the rules to use for determining the values of the (NIS) and (t) m2=0»)
for any instruction if one is given the position of the next instruction. A
slight rearrangement of these is used if one is given the (NIS) and (t) 
for an instruction and one wants to find the position of the next instruction.
It can easily be seen that if an instruction stored in me m of a delay line 
has a (NIS) of N and a timing number T, then the following instruction is 
stored in

DL N if N / 0 z3\
or DL 8 if N = 0 v J

and in minor cyclo
m + T + 2 if m + T + 2 31 \

or m + T + 2-32 if m + T + 2^32 and 63 
or m + T + 2-64 if m + T + 2 = 64 (happens only if m = T = 31)

Example 4. The values of NIS and T for the following sequence of instruc
tions are given on the right of the instructions

NIS T
V 14 - 13 2 0
2g 27 - 25 3 19
32q 13-15 0 17
816 13 - 25 5 31
51? 13-16 6 5
624.

Exercise 3. Give the values of the NIS and T for the following sequence 
of instructions

17 15-13
2k 14 - 25 
69 13 - 14
805 16 - 25 
30 13-16
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Excroiso 4. Give the storage positions of the last four of the following 
sequence of instructions

NIS T

112 15-14 6 4
24-13 2 17
16 - 25 0 1
13-14 5 0
24-15

Instructions following a discrimination

It will be remembered that a transfer of a nunbor to destination 27 or 28 
nay be followed by either of two instructions depending on the contents of the 
source.

If a number x is sent to destination 27, then the instruction I, next to bo 
obeyed if x is positive or zero, is given by the normal rules above. If x is 
negative the next instruction is taken from the sane delay line as I, i.c, given 
in the normal way by the NIS of the instruction which transfers x to destination 
27, but the number of the minor cycle is one larger then that given by rule (4).

Similarly, if a number x is transferred to destination 28 then if x is 
zero the normal rules give the position of the next instruction, and if x is 
non-zero tho miner cycle of the next instruction is one larger than that given 
by the normal rules. Thus tho two possible instructions following a discrimina
tion must be stored in two consecutive minor cycles (which may be minor cycles 
31 and 0) of tho same delay line, and tho timing number in the discrimination 
instruction is such that the minor cycle of the first of the two instillations 
is that given by the normal rule (4).

Example 5. Tho flow diagram of instructions for transferring the contents 
of TS14 to TS13 if the contents of TS1 5 is positive, and transferring the 
contents of TS1 6 to TS13 if the contents of TS15 is negative, may be as 
follows:-

12, 15-27
t/ X. “

425 14 - 13 42g 16-13

The timing number of the instruction in 12g is 3, leading normally to an 
instruction in minor cycle 25.

Example 6. Tho flew diagram of instructions for transferring the contents 
of TS14 to TS13 if the contents of TS15 zero, and transferring the 
contents of TS1 6 to TS13 if the contents of TS15 is non-zero may be as 
follows

22g 15 - 28
Z X^NZ

30 14 - 13 31 16 - 13

The timing number of tho instruction in 22g is 4, leading normally to an 
instruction in minor cycle 0.
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Example 7,. The values of the NIS, Source, Destination and Timing numbers 
of the follov/ing flow diagram of instructions are given

Position NIS S D T

A 2 6 n 15 5

A 7 6 15 26 1

620 7 15 27 2

724 15 16

?25 7 15 15 16

7 14 26 11

Exercise, 5_. Givct the values of the NIS, Source, Destination and Timing 
numbers of the following flow diagram of instructions

*3

£
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6. C01GLISS! Sl-EOIFIC^TION OF THE SOURCE & DESTINATION

To be able to specify which minor cyclo of a long delay line is going to bo 
transferred to the destination, another section of the instruction is needed.
This is called the "Wait Number" (w), which can take any value in the range 
0, 1, ..., 31 . The wait number is used in a similar way to the timing number T.
If an instruction stored in minor cycle m of a delay line has a wait number W 
and a source S between 1 and 12, then the minor cycle of the source delay line S 
transferred to the destination will be

minor cycle (ci +.W + 2) if m + W + 2 31
or (m + W + 2 - 32) if m + W + 2^32,^63
or (m + W + 2 - 64) if m + W + 2 = 64 (happens only if m = W = 31)

Per example, the wait number of the instruction in 1s to transfer the 
contents of 9p2 TS13 is 22 - 6 - 2 = 14.

Since the TS's have only one minor cycle in their delay lines, the value of 
W cannot moke any difference to the number being transferred if the value of 3 
is cither 13, 14, 15 or 16.

However, the double stores contain two minor cycles each and so if the value 
of S is 19, 20 or 21, then the wait number determines which of two possible 
numbers will be transferred. If the instruction stored in me m has a source S 
either 19, 20 or 21, and a wait number W, then the minor cyclo of the D3 which 
will be transferred will be the even one, i.c. 1 Sb?, 2^ or 212 if ni + W + 2 is 
even and the odd one if m + W + 2 is odd.

There is a similar rule for transfers from the QS’s. If an instruction is 
stored in me m, has a source 17 or 18 and has a wait number W, then the minor 
cycle of the QS from which the transfer is made is the remainder, when m + W + 2 
is divided by 4. Thus ifm+W+2is0+a multiple of 4, the minor cycle is 0

if m + N + 2 is 1 + a multiple of 4, the minor cycle is 1
if m + V + 2 is 2 + a multiple of 4, the minor cycle is 2
if m + W + 2 is 3 + a multiple of 4, the minor cycle is 3.

Hence there would be no difference in the number being transferred if in an 
instruction with S = 17 or 18 the wait number was replaced by a different value 
obtained by adding to its original value any multiple of 4. For example, the wait 
number in the instruction 1 q 17^- 15 could be either 0, 4, 8, ..., 28.

In addition to specifying the relevant minor cyole of tho source delay lino 
S, the minor cycle of the destination delay line D must also be specified (unless, 
of course, D refers to one of the four TS). This is done in exactly the same way 
as for the source, and in fact the same wait number W is used. This immediately 
introduces a restriction on the storage position of tho source and the destina
tion; since the same number W is used to specify the minor cycle of both tho 
source and destination, it is possible to transfer from a particular minor cycle 
of one DL only to the corresponding minor cyclo of another DL and not to any 
other minor cycle (o.g. 3c - 7c is possible, 3c - 7g is not). There are similar 
restrictions on the transitors between DS(s, QsA and DL’s. It is possible to 
transfer the contents of minor cycle 2 of a DS to any even minor cyclo of a DL or 
vice versa, but it is not possible to transfer minor cycle 3 of a 38 io an even 
minor cycle of a DL. For example, the follov/ing instructions are possible:

113 " 213’ ^±"^2’ 1A “ A7 °r 219 " 185

but tho following instructions are not possible

'I13’216’ 192 “ 213, 202 "115’ 172“193 or 119~181
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In Appendix 3 a complete list of all the storage positions in the mercury 
delay lines is given. Each delay line corresponds to a particular column. The 
minor cycles of TS 13, 14, 15 and 16, DS 19, 20 and 21, and QS 17 and 18 have 
boon suitably repeated and aligned so that it is possible to make transfers by 
single instructions between storage positions only on the same row. If ono 
wishes to transfer the contents of a position on one row to a position which is 
not on that row, then one has to use two instructions and perform tho transfer 
via a TS or possibly a DS or QS.

Exaiaplo _8. The values of the NIS, S, D, W and T for the following flow 
diagram instructions are given

15 - So

Position

S

NIS

4

s
13

D
1

w
22

T
1

175-^8 S 4 17 28 e 1

z 412 4 21 13 1 20

412 21y-n 4n 2?- 13 4 27 13 0 19

s 4 17 25 1 3

^2 17l- 25 s 4 13 19 1 12

w 13 - 192 42i 1 1 17 6 7

421 129- 17,

130

Notes. (a) The instruction in 49 coulcL havo a Wait number of 4 or any
multiple of 4, but generally one chooses the smallest possible 
Wait number.

•
(b) The instruction in 4^~ could havo any wait number since 

sources, like source 27, which give constants, arc not 
affected by the Wait number, any more than arc the TS sources.

Exorciso 6. Givo tho values of NIS, S, D, W and T for the following flow 
diagram of instructions

$1« lo " 1J7
612 18, - 12,
6, c 192 ” 13 
&11 18^-25
6 if - 14
$28 ?3“Sl 
°1 122 " 1 3
$24 “ ">26 
64
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7. THE CK/^CTEaiSTIO

So far we have considered instructions which transfer the contents of a 
single storage position to anther single storage position. It is also possible 
to have ono instruction which transfers more than one number. This is effected 
by a section of an instruction called the characteristic, which can take the 
values 0, 1 or 2. For the instructions which make the single transfers so far 
described the characteristic is zero.

These multiple transfers always consist of the transfer of a sequence of 
consecutive minor cycles from the source S to the destination D. The first of 
this sequence of minor cycles is always that specified by the rule of Section 6, 
that is, mo m + VZ + 2, where tho instruction specifying the transfer is stored 
in mo m and has v/ait number VZ.

Characteristic 2; double transfer

If the characteristic is 2 then instruction will transfer the two conse
cutive minor cycles m + 7 + 2 and m + VZ + 3 from tho source to the destination. 
Such a double transfer would be written in the flow diagram as

or (T;) 212,j - 120>21
or (c) 13 - 25 (2 me)

In example (a) the contents of TS13 transferred to minor cycles 16 and 
17 of DL1. In example (b) the contents of 212 a is transferred to I29 and tho 
contents of 21-^ is transferred to 1 g-J • example (c) the contents of TS13 
is multiplied Dy 4 since tho first minor cyclo of transfer adds the initial 
contents of TS13 to itself and thus doubles it, and the socond minor cycle of 
transfer doubles the result again; thus the initial contents is multiplied 
by 4.

Chara.ct oris tic 1; long fosnsfor

If the characteristic of an instruction is 1, then the single instruction 
may transfer tho contents of anything up to 32 consecutive minor cycles from 
the source to tho destination. Tho first minor cyclo of tho transfer is again 
the one given by the wait number as for single transfers and the last minor 
cyclo of the transfer is given by the timing number T in exactly the same way 
as the minor cyclo of the next instruction is determined.

A long!transfer thus covors all the minor cyclos frra no □ + \i + 2 to 
m + T + .2 inclusive (or from u + "Z + .2 to 31 and from 0 ti. n +. T + 2 if 
m + .VZ + 2>.n+'T + 2). The total, number of minor oyclo3 transferred is 
Tj* VZ •+ 1 (or T -7 + 33 if 7 > T). - The following table ivos. uxomplos cf a.
long transfers for various values of m, VZ and T

m 7 T m+7+2 m+T+2 minor cycles of transfer
5 3 7 10 14 10 to 14 (5 me)

29 3 7 2 6 2 to 6 (5 mo)
5 7 3 14 10 14 to 31, 0 to 10 (29 me)

29 7 3 6 2 6 to 31, 0 to 2 (29 mo)
7 29 3 6 12 6 to 12 (7 me)

25 2 8 29 3 29 to 31, 0 to 3 (7 me)
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c

The use of a long transfer may imply a restriction on the position of the 
following instruction,since the last minor cycle of the transfer is the same 
as the minor cycle of the next instruction. Thus for example, the instruction 
^0 1 2 “ ^8 9 10 must he followed by an instruction stored in minor cycle 10 
of £ delay link. Generally long transfers are written in the flow diagram in 
one of the following ways;

(a) 21£ % 1 2
(b) 21 - (3 me)
(c) 13 - 25 (5 me)

(d) 11-9 (32 me)

Cases (a) and (b) are two different ways of writing tho same instruction. 
This would have to be followed by on instruction in minor cycle 2 of a DL.
The instruction in case (c) multiplies the contents of TS13 by 2$ and it does 
not imply any restriction on the position of the next instruction, since what
ever 5 consecutive minor cycles are used for the transfer the effect is tho 
sane. The instruction in case (d) also docs not imply any restriction on the 
position of the next instruction, since again, whatever 32 consecutive minor 
cycles arc used for tho transfer, the effect is the same,, viz. that tho 
completo contents of DL11 arc transferred to the corresponding minor cycles of 
DL9.

It will be appreciated that a transfer of two minor cycles could, as an 
alternative to using characteristic 2, be specified by an instruction with 
characteristic 1 and T - W = 1. The advantage of characteristic 2 is that it 
allows a completely independent specification of the next instruction location. 

Discrinination on long transfers

If a double or long transfer is made to destination 28, then tho next 
instruction will be on the zero side of the discrimination only if the contents 
of all the minor cycles transferred to the destination arc zero. If one or 
mere non-zero numbers are transferred to destination 28, then the next instruc
tion will be on tho non-zoro side of tho discrimination.

Similarly, if a double or long transfer is made to dostination 27, then 
tho next instruction will be on the positive side only if tho contents of all 
the minor cycles transferred to the destination arc positive or zero. If one 
or more is negative then the next instruction will be on the negative side of 
the discrimination.

Example, 9. The values of the NIS, S, D, C, W, T for the following flow 
diagram of instructions are given

Position NIS S D C W T
S8 13 -192 2q 2 13 19 0 0 0
Sjo - 4, , 5 1? ’5 ’ '

J15 3 19 17 2 3 8
325 192’-1g(6mc) 325 4 19 1 1 11 16

4^ 13 -25 (4 me) 4^ 5 13 25 1 30 1

5U 13 -16 5U 2 13 16 C 0 28

212 11-3 (32 rnc) 212 3 11 3 1 19 18
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Exorcise 7. Give the values of the NIS, S, D, 0, W and T for the following 
flow diagram of instructions
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8. STOPPED INSTRUCTIONS

There is one find part of an instruction which has not yet been mentioned, 
which can take two values 0 or 1. It is called the "go digit". If it is a 1, 
the machine will obey the instruction at full speed, if it is a 0, the machine 
■will stop before the instruction is obeyed and wait to receive an appropriate 
signal to continue. This signal may be given by the operator or it may come 
from the DEUCE Reader or Punch which will bo described later. Most of tho 
instructions in a program hove the go digit equal to 1, and the cxistanco of a 
stopped instruction in the flow diagram is indicated by an X thus

13 - 16 X

e
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9. BIN/lff NUMBERS

Like most electronic computers, the DEUCE is constructed to operate in 
the binary scale. Although it can be programmed to translate input data in 
decimal form and similarly translate its results from binary and punch then in 
decimal form, an understanding of tho binary system is essential to be able to 
program the DEUCE.

In tho familar decimal scale the significance of a digit is multiplied by 
ten by each displacement to the left; ton different digits are used(0 to 9).
In the binary scale which one uses with DEUCE caoh displacement to the right 
multiplies the significance of a digit by 2. Here, only two digits are needed 
0 and 1 since the number 2 appears as "01". The method of writing the most 
significant digit on tho right may bo described as using the "backwards binary" 
system. This is the system by which binary numbers are input to, displayed by 
and output from DEUCE and for that reason only this system will bo described 
and used.

The successive positive integers are written 0, 1,01, 11, 001, 101, 011, etc. 
The decimal number 13.25 is written in binary as t

10.1011 = VX2~2 + 0X2”1 + 1X2? + 0X21 + 1X22 + 1225

It can bo soon that more digits are required to express a number in binary 
form than in decimal. The ratio is approximately log 10: log 2 or about 10:3.

In DEUCE,as in any other digital computer, there is a limit on the number 
of digits which can be used to express a number. The basic length of the number 
is 32 binary digits which is sufficient to express a number of up to 9 decimal 
digits. If two numbers being addod together are so largo that there is a carry 
from the 32nd place and 33 digits are required to express the sum, the extra 
digit is lost, and only the last 32 digits of the true sum appear.

Example^19. For the purpose of illustration, the number length will bo 
taken as six binary digits. In this case the sum of 59 and 43 both within 
six digit limit, is 102, which is outside tho limit

59 = 110111 
43. = 11,0101

(64+) 38 = 011001 (1)

The answer is less than the true sum by 64, the value of the missing digit.

Care must be taken in programming cither to koep within the allowed limit, 
or to givo an indication of failure if it is exceeded (though it is always 
possible to extend the size of number to bo doalt with by making the program 
perform arithmetic with double length numbers or even more).

The foot that extra digits generated in the addition aro lost is not 
entirely a disadvantage; it enables a convention in which both positive and 
negative numbers arc expressed to be made so that the same process of binary 
addition is used whon dealing with all positive unsigned numbers and signed 
numb ers.

Consider again numbers which can bo expressed with six binary digits. It 
is possible to express 2^ different numbers since each digit takes just two 
values. These have so far been taken as I’unning from 0 to 2°- 1 , represented 
respectively by 000000 and 111111. For general computation both positive and 
negative numbers must be represented, without extra provision for indicating 
the sign. Thus to represent with six digits a range of numbers more or less 
equally spaced and centred on zoro, the largest possible positive number will be 
only about half of what it was, but an equal negative number will also bo 
represented.
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The positive numbers from 0 to |,2 - 1 (=31) arc represented by the same
binary digits as in the unsigned convention. The negative numbers (-n) from 
--2'.2^ .(=-32) to -1 are represented by tho binary numbers which previously stood 
for 2”~ n (64-n).

Example 11.

Binary Number Unsigned convention Signed convention

000001 32 -32
100001 33 -31
010001 34 -30
101111 61 - 3
011111 62 -2
111111 63 - 1
000000 0 0
111110 31 31

Exorcise 8. Give the binary equivalents in the signed convention of -6. 0 -
-11 and -17. (Cheek them by adding the first tvro to obtain the third.) •

One can see that tho most significant digit is a.. 0 for positive numbers 
and is a 1 for negative numbers. Ecr this reason the most significant 
digit in a signed binary number is called tho sign digit.

As has been stated, the standard length of a. number on the DEUCE is 32 
binary digits and these are labelled in ascending order of significance 
P , P2, P32.

4.concise mathematical way of dealing with binary numbers is to say that 
the actual value of tho number is the sum of the -values ascribed to the indi
vidual digits. Tho value of a digit 0 is always zero, but the value of a 1 
in any particular digit various according to the convention which is being usod 
in that number. There are many possible conventions that con be used, for 
example, signed or unsigned binary fractions, binary coded decimal numbers, 
and signed or unsigned binary integers. The DEUCE itself will always work, 
according to tho particular instructions, with either the signed or the unsigned 
binary integers convention, although the arithmetic operations of addition and 
subtraction are the same for many of the conventions used.

Wo will consider the conventions of signed and unsigned binary integors 
more fully. These can be dofined by ascribing the value of a 1 in any of tho 
32 positions as follows;-

P ... 2$ (=1)
i?2 ... 21 (=2
p3 ...... 22 (=4)

P31... 23®
P32...+251

31The value of a 1 in the P32 position being +2 in the unsigned convention 
and -2^' in the signed convention. With those definitions it is possible to 
prove the following theorems;-

32(1) Any integer in the range 0 to 2J - 1 oan bp represented in tho unsigned 
convention, and any integer in the range -2^' to 2*‘- 1 can be repre
sented in the signed convention.

(2) In the signed convention any positive number has a 0 in the P32 position 
any negative number has a 1 in tho P32 position.

X
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(3) In tho signed convention the binary equivalent of a number ~x can be 
obtained from the binary number for x by leaving unaltered all tho 
0’s which are less significant than tho least significant 1, leaving 
this least sifnificant T unaltered and reversing all the remaining 
digits from 0's to 1rs and T's to 0's.

(4) Given a sequence of digits representing the number x in the signed 
convention and y in the unsigned convention then

y = x if x is positive 
or y = 2-52 + x if x is negative.
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10. THE DEUCE INSTRUCTION VOPD

All DEUCE instructions arc stored in tho machine as sequences of digits.
Thus any storage location nay contain a sequence of 32 binary digits representing 
cither a number or an instruction. In an instruction the 32 binary digits are 
dividod into the sections NIS, S, D, C, N, T, go, as follows;-

PI 12-4 15-9 P10-14 PI 5-16 117-21 P22-25 P26-3O P31 132
Not NIS S D C W Not used T Not Go
used used

Thus the NIS of an instruction is stored as an integer at the 12 position 
and uses 3 binary digits allowing it to take the values 0-7. ^ho source i3 
stored as an integer at tho P5 position using 5 binary digits allowing it to 
take values 0-31 etc. Per example, the instruction ceded as

NIS S D CWT 
2 3 16 1 4 12

would appear in binary as

NIS S D C W
PI P2,P3,P4 P5,P6,P7,PQ,P9 P1O,PI1 ,P12,PI3,P14 PI5,H6 i17/;i^/d 9,120.12
x 310 11000 00001 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

T Go

P22,P23,P24,P25 P26,P27,128,129,130 P31 P32
xxxx 00110 x 1

The digits marked x are usually made Eero, but their value has no effect on 
the operation of tho instruction.

Mention here may be made of the complete list of useful constants speciallv 
available at particular sources. It has already been stated that source 27 
contains a number 1, which is a 1 in the PI position; source 28 contains a single 
1 at the 1*17 position; source 29 contains a single 1 at the 132 position; 
source 30 contains all zeros; source 31 contains all 1!s, i.e. has a 1 in every 
digit, 11,...,P32, and so is equal to -11 in the signed convention.

One quite often uses a notation n Pu where n is an integer and this means 
a 1 in the Pu position multiplied by n. For example, 20117 is (00 101) at the 
117 position, i.e. is a 1 in the 119 and 121 positions.
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11 . 1UNCHED CARDS

Hollerith Cards

The DEUCE communicates with the outside world by means of punched cards. 
These are standard Hollerith cards with eighty columns labelled 1-80 from loft 
to right, and 12 rows labelled Y,X,0-9 from top to bottom; this gives 30 x 12 
positions, any of which can either have a hole punched in it or not. Tho 
standard DEUCE uses directly only 32 of these SO columns, namely columns 21-32. 
The other columns arc available for identification punching with tho exception 
of column 54 on input cards.

Binary lunching

Each row of 32 spaces on a card can represent a binary number or instruction 
A punched £>osition represents a "1 *’ and an unpunched position represents a "0".
PI is in column 21, P2 in column 22 and so on, 132 being in column 52.

Reading instructions into tho computer

The 32 instructions for a particular delay line arc punched on successive 
rows of three cards, usually celled a triad of cards, according to the following 
scheme:-

mo 0 is punched on Card 1 Row 2 
mo 1 is punched on Card 1 Row 3
t
ii

mo 7 is punched on Card 1 Row 9
me 8 is punched on Card 2 Row Y
mo 9 is punched on Card 2 Row X
mo 10 is punched on Card 2 Row 3
i
ii

me 1 9 is punched on Card 2 Row 9 
me 20 is punched on Card 3 Sow Y 
i
I

mo 31 is punched on Card 3 Row 9

The rows corresponding to unused minor cycles are left unpunchcd. Tho 
blank first four rows on Card 1 may be used for feeding in the instructions 
(soe Section 16).

Binary numbers on onrds

Numerical data from or for tho computer can be punched in binary on cards; 
the contents of one minor cyclo is punched on or read from one row. This form 
of output and input is reserved for intermediate results, i.e. results which will 
later form the input of another program or another part of tho same program. 

Docima.l numbers on cards

Initial data and final results are normally punched in decimal, and there is 
a wido range of programs and subroutines to oonvert decimally punchod numbers 
into binary, and binary numbers into dooimally punchod cards.
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A decimal number is punched with one column for each decimal digit. Just 
one hole is punched in each column, in the row whoso numbers are the values of 
tho digits concerned. Thus the number 3149 is punched as a hole in the 3-row, 
tho 1-row, the 4-row and the 9-row of successive columns, with no other punching 
in rows 0-9 of those columns. The sign of a decimal number is punched in the 
Y-row and X-rows of some particular oolumn, a Y-row punching for +, and an X-row 
punching for -. This sifn io punched cither in a separate column just before tho 
first digit or directly over tho first digit in tho same column.

Thus a number of, say, nine digits occupies either nine or ton columns, 
depending on whether its sign is punched in a soparate column. Three 9-digit 
numbers can therefore be accommodated in tho 32-column field road and punched 
by the DEUCE.

Alternatively, tho 32 columns might bo used for eight 4-digit numbers, 
ten 3-digit numbers, or any combination of these or others which would fit in.
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12. INSTRUCTION MCDIFICATICN

The fact that instructions are represented in this way by sequences of 
binary digits enables a pro gram to use the arithmetical facilities to modify 
its own instructions. This is an essential feature of the DEUCE; in fact it 
may be said to bo this property whioh distinguishes an automatic digital computer 
from any other less powerful piece of computing equipment^,

Example 12. 2p^ contains the instruction 2, 12-16, 0, 2. T315 contains
the number rPlf' (r being loss than 32) consider the sequence of Instructions

(a) 225 2£5 - 13
(b) 226 15 - 25
(o) 22Q 13 - 1-jq

(d) 13c I2r-16

(e) 22

The first two instructions form in TS13 the sum of the contents of 2g^ and 
TS15. This sum is equivalent to the instruction 2, 12-16, r, 2 since r cannot 
have more than five binary digits and will therefore affect only the wait 
number of the instruction from 2£^.

Instruction (o) transfers the contents of TS13 to and takes its next 
instruction also from 1jq; this next instruction is therefore 2, 12-16, r, 2 
obeyed from me 30. This has the effect of transferring from mo r of DL12 to 
TS1 6 and taking its successor from 2.2'

The whole sequence of instructions thus transfers tho contents of 12 to 
TS16. Such a sequence is often used as part of a closed loop of instructions 
intended to perform some particular arithmetic operation on a sequenoo of 
numbers in turn (a very common requirement in computation). Before entering 
the loop one must arrange to st re the sequence of operands in successive minor 
cycles of DL12. Apart from the sequence above, the closed loop will also 
contain instructions for

(a) performing the required arithmetic operation (starting from tho assump
tion that the current member of the soqucnce of operands will bo found 
in T316);

(b) increasing the value of r in TS15 by one before each return to tho
beginning of the loop; this moans that the next repetition of tho 
sequence above will transfer the number from 12 . to TS16 in place of
that from 12r;

(o) leaving tho closed loop by some discrimination operation aftor the
appropriate number of repetitions, say when r has reached some preset 
value n.

The sequence of instructions above will now be incorporated in a larger 
example.

Exam]d.o 13. Given a set of n numbers (n 32) xx, Xp ..., x _. stored in
DL 12g, 12x, ..., 12n_.j and (n-l)l17 stored in l^, write a flow diagram
of instructions for finding and storing the largost (algebraically) member
x in 20„ and the corresponding suffix nu?17 in 20,. n z p
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The method will ho to compare each member of the set x^,(r = 1,... ,n-1) 
excluding the first, with the largest member which has found so far, denoted 
by x^. If the current member xr is larger than x^ replace x^ by xp and m by r, 
otherwise leave x^ and n unaltered. Tost if r has reached n-1, if not, 
increase it by 1 and repeat the loop again, otherwise leave tho loop, and tho 
required largest member and its suffix will have been found.

A llLock flow diagram and DEUCE flow diagram for this is given in Appendix C. 
Tho annotation of the flow diagram should bo sufficient to explain its operation.

Notes, (a) The flow diagram illustrates one common type of fault in
programming technique; it will not work if n = 1. For tho 
program sets r = 1 initially and arranges to leavo tho loop 
only when r = n-1, and this will never be true if n = 1. The 
solution is to set r = 0 initially and to go through the part 
of the program which tests for r = n-1 and adds one to r 
before the first time of entering the section which fetches 
x . This achieved by altering the instruction in 22_ from 
2§~1 5 to .30-15 and making it lead on to instruction 2-,q 
instead of instruction 2^.

(b) For purposes of clarity the flow diagram given is not the 
most efficient that ooull bo made. It is possiblo to uso 
fewer instructions, for example, by omitting the instruction 
in 2og and changing the dostination of the instruction in 
22jj from 13 to 25. More important, however, the use of tho 
storage position 1?q oould have been avoided by the use of 
the DEUCE facility destination 0 which will now be described.

Destination 0

Consider the two instructions from the example above

228 13 " 130 
bo 12r-16

The uso of storage position 1,Q is wasteful since Ixq i' being used not 
as a place to store information which will subsequently be wanted, btit merely 
®sa dovioc by which the instruction stored in TS13 may bo obeyed. To avoid 
this wasteful use of storage, a special provision is made for obeying an instruc
tion stored elsewhere than in DL's 1 to 8.

This provision is associated with destination 0. To aid explanation, wc 
will invent a spurious additional "DLO", with NIS "Q". ”DIO" has a destination 
out no source; it therefore cannot bo used for storing information. Its only 
use, in fact, is in a sequence such as

228 15 °30
0, 12-16 30 r

It would appear that tho instruction 13-0 must have NIS equal to "Q”, but 
this is not so; any instruction of the form "N, S—0" takes its next instruction 
from the source 3 and not from the NIS N subject to the proviso below. Tho 
value of H is therefore irrelevant; it is usually written oqual to zero to save 
punching.

Proviso:- One might write an instruction 2ns 13 - 0„r,
26 28

Q3C
Coded 22g (N) 13-0 0 2
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•fyiis would take its next instruction front the normal NIS, DL, not from 
T313; the point is that the instruction "S-0" must make its transfer to destina
tion 0, in tho minor cycle from which the next instruction is taken (and possible 
in one or more preceding minor cycles). One could alter tho instruction above to 
take its next instruction from TS13 in either of two ways

either 22(. 13 - 028_2Si30 

!30
by making its characteristic 1 instead of 0 

or 22fi 13 - 030

93O
by making its wait number 2 instead of 0,

The instruction actually given "(N), 13-0, 0, 2" has no effect whatsoever; 
it takes its next instruction, as stated, from me 30 of DL N.

Notes. A transfer to destination 0 from cither of the QS's, i.o. 17~0 or
18-0 has a special effect which will be described in another report.

An improved version of the flow diagram for example 13 using destination 0 
is given in Appendix D.

gxoroiso 9. Given a set of n( 32): numbers x^, x^ , ..., xn_j stored in
12q, 12-j, 12n_-j where nI17 is stored in 1 pni'L a constant y stored
in 19j, write a logical flow diagram and from it obtain a flow diagram of 
DEUCE instructions for replacing x^. by x^+y (r = 0, 1, n-1). Allocate
storage positions in DL2 for storing the instructions.
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13. FUNCTIONAL SOURCES ASSCXHATED, WITH TS14 & TS1 5.

There are two sources which give functions of the contents of TS14. Source 
23 gives in the signed convention approximately -g- of the contents of TS14, and 
source 24 gives twice tho contents of TS14 if such a number is within scale with 
32 binary digits. Thus in source 23, the digits 11 to 131 are copies, respec
tively of tho digits 12 to 132 of the contents of TS14, 132 of source 23 is the 
sane as tho 132 of TS14. This is division by 2 in tho signed integer convention 
with an error of if the contents of TS14 arc odd. In source 24, the 11
dia.it is zero, digits 12 to 132 are copies respectively of the digits 11 to 131 
of the contents of TS14. If the digits 131 and 132 of TS14 are tho same then 
source 24 contains twice the contents of TS14.

Example 1_4. (a) The instruction 24-14 (3 nc) multiplies the contents of
TS14 by 2^(= 8) if in the initial contents of TS14 tho 
four most significant digits 129 to 132 wore all 0's or 
all 1's.

(b) After tho two instructions 23-14 (5 nc) and 24-14 (5 no) 
the contents of TS14 could bo obtained from its initial 
value by replacing its five least significant digits Pl 
to 15 by zeros.

There arc two other functional sources which give functions of tho contents 
of TS14 snd TS15. The first one, source 25, has a digit one wherever the digits 
in both TS14 and TS15, have ones, and zeros elsewhere. It is referred to as 
the ’’and" source and is written TS14 & TS15. The second, source 26, givos 
TS14 not equivalent to TS1 5 written TS14 TS1 5- This has a digit 1 wherever 
the digits in TS14 and T315 are different and a zero whore they arc the same.

Example 15. Suppose the contents of TS14 and TS15 are as follows;-

TS14 11000111 
TS15 10101610

rhon the contents of sources 25 and 26 arc

525 10000010
526 01101101

Example 1_6. If the contents of TS14 is an integer rl'l7&‘ftie contents of TS15 
is 31H 7, then the instruction 25-25 adds to the contents of TS13 tho 
remainder when r is dividod by 32 at the 117 position.

Exanplo 17. The instruction

26-20
Z / \^NZ

discriminates on whether the contents of TS14 is the same as the contents 
of TS1 5 or not.

Exercise 1Q (a) Given a number x in TS14, on what property of x do the 
following instructions discriminate:

24-15
26-27

+/\
(b) Given initially a number x in TS14 and y in TS15, what 

arc tho eontents of TS14 and TS15 after the following 
throe instructions:

26-14
26-15
26-14
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14. TIMING- CF INSTRUCTIONS

'.7c shall new consider the question of hew long tho DEUCE tokos to obey 
an instruction or soquenoo of instructions. It will bo seen that this tine is 
affected by tho arrangement of the instructions in tho store. In general the 
object is to arrange the instructions so as to make the operation as fast as 
possible.

To define the time taken to obey an instruction, wo must extend the idea 
of a minor cycle from a storage location to a period of time. The minor cycles 
of &i*DL, for instance, may bo regarded as following each other in procession 
tlircugh the machine, each in turn becoming available for transfer information 
to or from.

Tho time occupied by the passage of one minor cyclo in this procession is 
32 miorosoc (32 millionths of a socond); thus tho period for the passage of 
the 32 miner cyclos in a DL is 32x32 = 1024 nicrosec. This period is called 
a major Cycle, which is abbreviated "ms” because it is very close to ono milliscc 
(thousandth of a second).

Timing of the operation of rn instruction

Tho timing of operation of the instruction N, S-D, 7, T stored in me m is 
sot cut below; -

Minor Cyclo Operation
m instruction is taken’from its storage location
m+1 connections set up for obeying the instruction
m+2 to m+7+1 pause of 7 minor cycles
m + 7+2 transfer from S to D
m+7+3 to m+T+1(+32) pause of T-7-1(+32) minor cyclos (see note)
m + T + 2 (+32) next instruction is taken

Notes. If 7=T and tho characteristic is 0 or 1, the next instruction is 
taken fern store in the minor cyclo of transfer; thus the pause 
of T-7->1 me after the transfer is in this case a "pause" of (-1) 
me. On the other hand, if 7 exceeds T (or if 7=T and tho charac
teristic is 2), tho effective value of T is increased by 32 (as 
shown in brackets) and the pause after transfer is T-7+31.

The time occupied in obeying-an ins-'-ruction nay be defined as the time, 
between, taking it from ir.s storage Ipeatiou s:.d Urfog its suncoqscr. . This jpriod 
in minor cycles is T+2 if T exo cods 7 or if T-7 and CbO or 1 ; in the other 
oases, i.c. if 7 exceeds T or T=7 and C=2, the time is T+34 me.

From this it may bo soon that to make a sequence of instructions as fast 
as possible, ono should try to make the timing numbers as small as possible, 
keeping the wait numbers less than or oqual to then, except for double transfers 
whon tho wait number should be strictly less than the timing number. However, 
before one starts this "optimum programming" it is important to consider in which 
part of the program any effective gain is made however fast it is made. Usually 
thore is only a comparatively small part of tho calculation, which is reposted 
many more times than anything else, where optimum programming serves any 
purpose.
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15. DESTINATION TRIGGERS

All the previous instructions wo have considered involve the transfer of a 
sequence of digits. There are three destinations however which do not involve 
any transfer of digits from the source. In fact the source specified in an 
instruction with one of these three destinations has no correspondence at all 
to the normal meaning of the source of an instruction. Such instructions usually 
initiate sone action or stop sone action.

Two of the three, destinations 30 and 31 are associated with the magnotio 
drum store, and will be described in Section 10. The third, destination 24, 
is known as Destination Triggers; it is used for various purposes around the 
computer, of which most will he described in their appropriate sections and one 
or two described here as examples.

In the instruction "S-24" the value of the source number S specifics which 
of the various functions of dostination 24 is required. To take a few examples 
(which will be explained in more detail later), 0-24 initiates a multiplication, 
7-24 starts an alarum buzzer, 10-24 starts a sequence of cards passing through 
the lunch.

Alarum buzzer and lamp

It is sometimes required in a computation to give aural and visual indica
tion of the need for intervention by on operator. This is achieved by tho 
instruction ”7-24” vhieh stai-ts a buzzer and lights a red lamp on tho control 
panel of tho computer. The buzzer and lamp arc put off by tho instruction 
”6-24" or, in cases of irritation, by a key on the control panel.
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16. THE USE OF THE liE/JER /JiD PUNCH

The main flow of inf oxtnation in and out of the computer is on standard 
punched cards with 12 rows and 80 columns, In the standard DEUCE, only 32 of 
the 80 columns are used. Cards previously punched with instructions and data 
are read by an input card Reader. Results are punched by on output card Punch, 
which must, of course, be fed vzith a supply of blank cards.

The instruction 10-24 causes a sequence of cards to start passing through 
the output lunch; this by itself gives no output of information. Any number 
which is to be punched must be sent to destination 29 which is the Output 
Staticiser or OS.

When the lunch is idle, destination 29 corresponds to a sot of 32 08 lamps 
on the control panel; when a number is sent to destination 29 when tho lunch 
is not running it is displayed on tho control panel and remains there until it 
is cleared either manually, or by the program with the instruction 8-24, or by 
starting the lunch.

When the lunch has been started, as caoh successive row of a card comes 
into position to be punched, there is punched on columns 21 to 32 of that row 
tho configuration currently on the OS. Tho OS is automatically cleared on 
starting the Punch and immediately after punohing oaeh row; tho configuration, 
to be punched on tho next row must bo sent to 1)29 sometime between this clearing 
of the 03 and the arrival of the next row. To assist in the timing, a single- 
shot signal is sent from the lunch to tho DEUCE .just before the arrival of each 
row at the punching knives. The normal procedure is to make all these transfers 
to D29. stoppoi instructions, so that not more than one such transfer is made 
for each row. There remains the danger that there is so much computation 
between some two adjacent stoppers that the single-shot signal which should 
have operated the second has passed and gone before tho instruction concerned 
is takem lrcm store. This danger must be guarded against by the programmer.

Tho twelve single-shots relating to a given card follow each other at 
Intervals of not less than 38 major cycles. The time between the last single- 
shot of one card and the first single-shot of the next is not loss than 116 
major cycles. These tines, of course, determine the maximum amount of computa
tion which can bo done between rows and between cards. A complete schodulo of 
relevant timings on tho lunch and Reader is given in Appendix A. The Reader, 
by tho way, runs about twice as fast as the lunch.

It is useful to be able to distinguish the lost row of a card from any othor 
For this pur-pose, a signal is provided called TIL (Twelfth Impulse Line), which 
lasts from shortly before the arrival of tho last row at the knives to some tine 
afterwards. TIL is usod by tho instruction ”2-24" which has the effect of 
sending Til. signal to 1)28; if TIL is present, the next instruction is taken in 
me m + T + 3, othorwisc in me n + T + 2, where tho instruction "2-24" is taken 
in me n and has timing number T. This enables a different course to bo followed 
after the last row from that followed after any of tho others.

The lunch may be stopped at any time by tho instruction "9-24". If this 
is done in tho middle of a oard, the rest of the card will run through before 
the motor stops, but there will be no mere single-shots or TIL signals and no 
further punching on that card will be possible. If lunch is called again by 
"10-24" while this card is running out, it will take effect only at the end of 
the card, and will then oausc another card to follow with full single-shot, TIL 
and punching facilities.

If Punch is called when there arc no cards in the lunch, it will tako 
effect only when cards have been run in by the operator.
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4 similar mechanism applies to the input of information. When the Read 
machine is not running, source 0 supplies the number which has been set up 
manually at the control panel by means of tho 32 "Input Dynamiciscr" (ID) 
switches. The Reader is oallcd into action by the instruction 12-24 which 
ctuses cards to start passing through the Reader; source 0 is then switched 
from the ID lamps on the control panel to the reading brushes. The Reader is 
stopped by tho instruction 9-24. The same instruction is usod to stop both 
the lunch and the Reader bocause they arc never in practice used simultaneously.
At the end of reading, source 3 reverts to the ID which still has the same 
configuration as at the beginning unless it has been changed manually in tho 
meantime. The single-shot and TIL facilities are identical with those on the 
lunch.

The Reader has the additional faoility of being stopped by a hole punched 
in column 54 of the card being read. 43 such a hole passes the reading brushes, 
it stops the Reader just as would the instruction "9-24"; the single-shot 
occurs for that row (the one in which column 54 is punched), but not for any 
subsequent ones. There is no c .rrosponding facility for the lunch.

Example 18. Tho three instruction program

10 - 24 
15 - 29 X
9-24

causes ono card to pass through the lunch and the contents of TS15 ho bo 
punched on its top row.

Example 19. The throe instruction program

12-24 
0 - 15 X 
9-24

causes one card to pass through tho Reader and the contents of its top row 
to be transferred to TS15,

Example 20. To punch out n binary numbers where n 128 donoted as
, x,, ..., which are stored in 7„, 7^, ..., 7,^ , 8Q, 8^ ... up to 1 ©x

on successive rows of several cards, and then proceed to read in more data.
It is assumed that nl17 is stored in 1%. The logical flow diagram is as 
follows;-
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The flow diagram of DEUCE instructions assuming that rid 7 is stored in T31 
is as follows:-

30-15 set r ~ 0 
1^ 10-24 start lunch

-------> 123 125“ 15 J
127 15-14 j

1^o 14 - 25 ) Construct the instruction
151 23-14 (21 me) ) in TS15 t0 xr

121 24 - 14 (4 no) )
126 14-25 j

123 15 " 0

1 Q30 xr“29X
1.9 15-13 )

i d \

1,, 28 - 25 < Increase r by 1

118 192“U )
4 nz- nQ ) Test whether r = n120 26 -28 }

NZ / \ Z
____________/ 122 9 ~

12 12 - 24

Read more data
Note. Suppose that when any particular value of r is divided by 32 the 

Quotient is a and the remainder b, i.e. r = 32n + b, then the 
instruction I to be built up is 1} (7+a) - 29, b, 12X. The cons
tant instruction Iq stored in 12c is 1, 7-29, 0, 12X. The 
instruction to 12q adds rP17 to IQ giving 1, 7-29, b, 12Xwith 
the value of a__ added in at the 122 position; since a is certainly 
not greater than 15, it will not reach the 126 position, so that 
the value of a is only added into the spare digit gap between ¥ 
and T and will thus be ignored when the instruction comes to be 
obeyed. The pair of instructions in 1^ and *12d loaves the contents 
of TS14 as al'5 which is then added to" the contents of TS1 a giving 
the required instruction I.

0

In, >_ut of instructions

In reading in a program, the 32 instructions which are gffing to be storod 
in a delay line when they are to be obeyed, arc punched in binary in order on 
throe cards. There is a total of 36 rows on the three cards and the first 4 
rows of the first card of the triad are left free, the instructions to be road 
being punched on the last 32 rows as described in Section 11.

The first four rows of the first oard of the triad can bo punched with 
instructions so that the remaining 32 instructions can be road directly into 
the delay line whore they will be required. 4 sot of cards with the correct 
initial instructions for the various delay linos is usually kept near the 
store of cards in a DEUCE installation and should be used.
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It is also often required that instructions he stored on the magnetic drum 
of the machine before being transferred to the delay lines. In this cose there 
are in existence varioub programs for reading sets of instructions directly 
on to the magnetic drum, and until one has considered which method one is going 
to use, it is better to leave the first four rows of each triad blank.

Exoroiso 11. Write a program to calculate the integers 
V, 23, 33, ... n3 (n £ 64)

storing them in successive minor cycles of DLs 9 and 1C, and to punch them 
from there in binary on successive rows of SO5J& cards. The method to be 
used should be based on the fact that the third differences of the table are 
constant (6), i.c. the formula to be used is

x , = x + 6 )r+1 r <

17 r+1 r+1 ) r = 1, ..., n-1
z , = z + y . ) r+1 r J r+1 j

starting with the initial values x^ = 0, yj = 1, z^ =1 which gives z? ~ r3

h few cycles of tho formulae will be sot out to demonstrate the arithmetic 
involved:-

X, o y, = 1 = 1=0
x2 x1 + 6 = 6 y2 = y^ + x2 = 7 z2 = z1 + y2 = G = 23

= x2 + 6 = 12 y5 = y2 + ^ = 19 z3 = z2 + y5 = 27 = 33

x4 x^ + 6 = 18 y^ = y3 + = 57 z^ = z? + y^ = 64 = 43
x5 = *4+6 = 24 y5 = y4+x5 = 6l z^ = z^ + y5 =125 = 55

Note that only the values of the z’s have to be stored in a DL, the succes
sive values of the x’s and y’s can be stored in a TS or DS.

One should first write a logical flow diagram for the whole program, next 
write a flow diagram of DEUCE instructions, third allocate storage positions 
for the instructions, and fourth complete on a coding sheet the complete coding 
of all the instructions which can then be punched on Hollerith cards.
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VI. JTirETIG FiCILITISS

So far wo have only oonsicLorod the arithmetic facilities associated with 
TS13, called the short accumulator, and the shifting and logical operations 
associated with TS14 and T815. There is a further set associated with DS21 which 
is called tho long accumulator.

There are two distinct states of DS21 which are described as "TGB off1’ and 
"TCB on". The instruction 4-24 puts TGB off, and tho instruction 5-24 puts 
TCB on. When TCB is off, which is the more usual state, then the two minor 
cycles of BS21 are linked together to fora a sin gio, e>4 binary digit long accu
mulator in which the digits of 213 are more significant than those of 21£. When 
TCB is on the two minor cycles 21 o and. 21, form two independent short accumula
tors vzith the same facilities as TS13 and There is no possibility of any digits 
being carried in any arithmetical operations from 212 to 21 Whether TCB is 
on or off makes no difference to the effect of instructions which are straight 
transfers to or from D321. For example, the instruction "20-21" (2mc) 
transfers tho 64 digits in DS20 to DS21 whether they comprise one or two numbers.

Associated, vzith DS21 are two functional destinations D22 and D23, and. a 
functional source S22. Corresponding to the two minor cycles 212 and 21, there 
are two miner cycles of each of the functional destinations and source written 
as D222, D22?, B232, D232, S222 and 322^.

Bostinations 22 and 23

Numbers sent to B22 arc added into BS21, and numbers sent to P23 are 
subtracted from DS21. In both cases if TCB is on, both halves of BS21 arc 
independent accumulators. If however TCB is off, then any carry generated from 
the 132 digit of 212 is added to the Id digit of 21^.

For both addition and subtraction, if TCB is off there is an automatic 
extension of a signed single length number added to or subtracted from the oven 
minor cycle 212 into a full double length number. This is done by adding or 
subtracting 32 copies ef the sign digit of the single length number in tho 
following odd minor cyolc. For example, if the contents of DS21 is initially 
zero, and tho contents of TS14 is 1’s in tho ?30 and 132 positions, which in the 
si med convention is - 3130, then‘the instruction "14~22p11 will leave the con
tents .of 212 o.'s 1’sia the j'30 and,!32. positions and the oontents of 21 -t as all 
1 ’s, .Similarly the instruction "14-23?" would leave just 1 ’s in the 130 and F3’l 
position (= 3-lj5O) of 21? and zero in.2Tj.

This provision of extending a number by 32 copies of its sign digit, also’ 
takes place if- the transfer to B22- or B23 lasts for more than one-me and ends in 
anneven me.' The extension only takes -place on the last minor^oycle of, the tanatr and not on any of -cue transfers m previous even minor cycles.J For this reason, 
to obtain a correct double length sum or difference the transfer of the double 
length number to B22 or B23 must be mode in the order of the oven miner cyclo 
followed by the odd minor cycle.

Example 21. (a) 2© - 222 3* on’ ^is adds the two single length
numbers in DS20 to those in DS21, and in this ease it would 
not natter if the transfer was made in tho order 2C - 22? n* 
If TCB is off, it will add tho double length numbor in ’ 
DS20 to the contents of D321, and tho result might bo wrong 
if the transfer is made in the order 20 - 22^ 2

(b) 15 - 23-^. Whether TCB is on or off the oontents of T815 
is subtracted from the contents of 21^.

(o) 19 - 222 3(6 me). If TCB is off, this adds the double 
length number in DS19 three times to tho initial contents 
of DS21.

(d) 21 - 22? If TCB is off, this doubles tho contents of BS21.
*~9

(o) 21 - 222 3^ nc) • TCB is off this multiples the 
oontents’Of DS21 by 4, i.o. shifts it up 2 places.
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Source 22

Just as source 23 gives the contents of TS14 divided by 2 in the sign con
vention, source 22 similarly gives the contents of DS21 shifted down one place, 
treating "both minor cycles independently if TCB is on, or as one double length 
number if TCB is off. If the digits in 212 are A1, A2, ..., A32 and those in 
21j are B1, B2, ..., B32 then the digits in the even me of source 22 will be 
A2, A3, ..., A32, X and in the odd me will be B2, B3, .B32, B32, where if 
TCB is off, X is B1 and if TCB is on X is A32.

Example^ 22. If TCB is off then
22 - 2123 halves the contents of DS21
22 - 212^ (2n me) divides the contents of DS21 by 2n

In both these cases it can be seen that the transfer must start in an even 
minor cycle and end in an odd minor cycle. For otherwise the transfer 
would first of all wipe out the PI digit of 21z without having a copy of it 
in 212.

22 - 22pj multiplies the contents of DS21 by 1-g-.

Aut cjna tic Multiplication

The DEUCE contains an automatic multiplier associated with DS21 and TS16.
The two factors are the contents of TS16 and the initial contents of DS21j.
DS2I2 must be empty at the start of multiplication. Multiplication is started 
by the instruction "0-24-" which must be obeyed in an odd minor cycle, i.e. if the 
instruction is stored in me m and has a wait number W then multiplication starts 
in me m+W+2 which must be odd. The process of multiplication takes 65 me or 
just over 2 ms. During this time destinations 16, 21, 22 and 23 must not be used 
and sources 21 and 22 will give sequences of digits representing a partly complete 
product. TCB is automatically put off, if it was not already off, at the start 
of multiplication and is left off at the end. The completed product, which the 
machine obtains using the unsigned integer convention, appears as a positive 
64-digit integer in DS21.

Example 23. Multiply the positive numbers in TS16 and TS14 and send the 
product to DS1 9

1Q 30 - 212 Clear 212

12 14 - 21 Multiplier to 21
10-24 Start multiplying

1^ 1-1 Wait for multiplication to end
1g 21-19 (2mc) Transfer product to DS1 9
1 Next Section

Note.(a) Instruction 1 c is coded 1, 0-24, 0, 29. Multiplication starts when 
this is obeyed, i.e. £n me 7; it will continue for 65 me, being 
completed during me 7 of the next major cycle hut one. If the 
instruction 0-24 were stored in, say, me 4;. it would bo given 
an odd v;ait number in order that multiplication should start with 
an odd numbered minor cycle.
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(fa) Instruction. 1^ has no effect (it nominally transfers information 
from some minor cycle of DL1 to the same minor cycle). It is 
inserted as a dummy instruction to use up the tino of multiplica
tion so that instruction 1 & will not attempt to transfer the 
completed product until after multiplication is finished. Instruc
tion 1^ taken from store 29 me after multiplication starts; 
its timing number is 0 in order to lead on to instruction 1g; its 
wait number is therefore made greater than its timing number so 
that it will occupy 34 me rather than 2 me.

(c) Instruction 1 g is taken from store after 63 me of multiplication; 
it is coded ”1, 21-19, 2, 0, 1" so that the transfer 21-19 takes 
place in me 8 and 9, immediately after multipfaiootio*!. ip oomnlote.

(d) In this example it was not really necessary to use a dummy 
instruction. Instruction 1g could have been omitted and instruc
tion 1r replaced with "1, 21-19, 1, 4, 3”; this would have 
transferred continuously from DS21 to DS1 9 for a period from
35 me after the start of multiplication to 67 me after the start. 
For the first 30 of these minor cycles, the information trans
ferred consists of unwanted partially completed products 
repeatedly replacing each other in DS19. In ike last two minor 
cycles, however, the completed product replaces the last partial 
product, giving the required result. Incidentally, the same 
result could have been achieved less spectacularly by coding the 
instruction "1, 21-19, 1 , 31, 3"j there would then have been only 
three minor cycles of unwanted transfer before the two useful ones.

(e) In this particular example, no useful work was done while the 
multiplication proceeded, but it is often possible to use this 
time profitably. For instance, if the factors are liable to be 
negative, certain corrections must bo added to the product to 
give the signal product. These may be calculated during the 
multiplication.

Signed. Multi'plioation

Suppose, first, that one of the factors x in the signed convention is 
negative, and that the other factor y is positive. As was stated in Section 9 
the sequence of binary digits representing a negative number x in the signed 
integer convention represents the number 2^2 + x in the unsigned integer con
vention. Thus the unsigned product p that the machine will obtain by the 
automatic multiplier is given by P = y(2^2 + x) - 2^y + xy. Thus to obtain 
the correct product xy one must subtract 2^2y from P. This is effected by 
subtracting the number y from the most significant half of the double length 
integer, i.e. by sending y to destination 23-j.

Consider now the case when both x and y are negative. In this case the 
product P that the automatic multiplier produces is given by

P = (232 + x) (232 + y)
= 2^ + 2^ 2 x + 2^2 y + xy

To obtain xy from P one sends x+y to destination 23^. The result of sending 
(x*y) to destination 23^ will not be p - 2^2 x-2^2 y which is greater than 
2°z*‘ and exceeds the capacity of the 64 digit accumulator; instead the result 
will automatically be reduced by 2°* which very conveniently gives the result 
xyi
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Thus the method in general to correct the product, is when either factor is 
negative subtract the other factor from the top half of the result obtained by 
the automatic multiplier.

So far we have considered products of integers. Very often one has to work 
with fractions with a specified number of binary places. If ,__fe>r example, a 
number has 25 binary places (25 b.p.) the value of a 1 in the Ti position is 
2“25 ? in pp position. 2"2^-, in the P3 position 2“2^ etc. V/ith
25 binary places one can store numbers in the range (-2°) to \2b «• • It may
be seen that the sequence of digits representing the number x with b binary 
places represents the integer 2^x in the signed integer convention.

If one multiplies a number x with b binary places by a number y with o
binary places, then having done the necessary sign correction, the doublo length
integer in DS21 will be 2° x. 2°y = 2^*° (xy) which is the same as xy with (b+c)
b.p. in the whole of DS21 . i.e. if b+c ^31 the binary point is between the
digits P(b+c) and p(b+c+1) of 212, = 32 the binary point is between the
P32 digit of 212 and the PI digit of 215, and if b+c> 32 the binary point is
between the digits P(b+c-32), and P(b+c-31) of 21 j. If the result is required
with some other number of binary places, then the appropriate shift to the
contents of 210 ,must be made. z >3
Rounding off

It is often necessary to drop some of the less significant digits of a result 
obtained at a particular stage of calculation and to retain only the more signi
ficant digits for the next stage. Otherwise a process involving repeated multi
plications, for example, would produce continually increasing lengths of result, 
and this would be intolerable. In division, the requirement is still more 
obvious since the true result may require an infinite number of digits.

This process of shortening a number introduces an error. Consider the case 
where the integral part of a result is to be retained and the fractional part 
just omitted. The result obtained will not be more than the true result and may 
be anything up to (though not equal to) one loss than it. We say that the 
range of error is 0 to -1.

It is more desirable to have a range of error evenly balanced about zero; 
otherwise there is a tendency for the results to be biased in one direction, and 
the total bias builds up considerably with successive arithmetic operations all 
introducing a bias. It would be desirable to convert the error ranging from 
0 to -1 above to one ranging from +•§• to —§r, To do this, we take the integral 
part as it stands if the fractional part is less than one half and add one to the 
integral part if the fractional part is equal to or greater than one half. This 
is achieved by adding ■§• to the number (i.e. adding a 1 just below the binary point) 
and taking the integral part of the result.

In these remarks it has been assumed that the number is sliced off exactly 
at the binary point; the same principles hold if the result is to be truncated 
at some other digit position; we first add a 1 in the most significant digit to 
be dropped, and then drop all the digits from there downward.

Example 24. Given x with 25 b.p. in TS14 and y with 28 b.p. in TS1 6, obtain 
xy rounded off with 24 b.p. in TS15.
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Position

Coding

NIS S D C W T

19 2 29-23 1 6

20 2 1 6c-27 0 1

21 2 0-24 0 2
22 2 13-23 1 2

23 2 1-1 0 29
24 2 14-25 0 28

25 2 14-27 0 2
26 2 21-22 1 18 23
27 1 21-15 0 1
28 2 30-21 0 1

29 2 30-13 0 21

30 2 16-13 0 20

31 2 14-21 0 20

Notes, (a) Instructions in 22q, 2y\ , 22^ start the multiplication as before.

(b) Instructions 225 to 2^ build up the sign correction in TS13 ready 
to be subtracted from after the multiplication is finished.

(c) The sign correction is subtracted in minor cycle 23 the multipli
cation having finished in the minor cycle 21 just previously.

(d) The product before this shift will have (25+28) b.p. in 21 o . 
After this shift it will have 56 b.p. in 212?, i.e. (56-32)'’b.p. 
in 213 which is the required number. If J xyj is greater than 
2^ this instruction will make some digits spill off the top of
213 and thus give a wrong result; this is inevitable if one tries 
to obtain the result with 24 b.p,

(e) 29-23? has the effect of adding (by virtue of the extending sign 
digit) a P32 into the even minor cycle 21which thus has the

, effect of rounding off the contents of 213.

(f) Transfer xy with 24 b.p. to T81 5 ns required and proceed to the 
next part of the program.

Automatic Division

There is an automatic divider associated with TS1 6 and DS21. This works 
in the signed convention and produces a correctly signed quotient. First the 
denominator is sent to T316, the numerator to 21^ and division can then be 
started by the instruction 1-24 which must be obeyed in an odd minor cycle. The 
process takes 66 minor cycles to complet e, one more than multiplication.
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Division is by its nature a rather ambiguous process. One may say, for 
instance, either that 9 divided by 7 is "I with 2 over or that 9 divided by 7 is 
1.2857 to four decimal places. The DEUCE automatic divider takes the latter 
course (more or less). The quotient is produced to 31 binary places, and there 
is the restriction that the dividend must be less than the divisor. (This is 
fairly obvious, really, since otherwise the quotient to 31 "b.p. would not fit 
in one storage location.)

After division the quotient is found in 212 and a modified form of the 
remainder in 21^.

To define the process exactly the following symbols will all represent 
signed integers:-

Numerator A
Denominator B
Quotient Q
Remainder R
Modified form 
of Remainder r

31These are linked by the relationship 2 A = QB + R
where 0 R<B if B >-0

B.^ R <0 if B<0

The limitations are imposed that A, B and Q must all be within the capacity 
of a single length signed integer. Q being single length implies that J A|^ |B| 
and J A/ can only equal J 3^ if A is negative and B is positive. We thus have

|a|^ | BI 231

It -will be observed that Q is always algebraically less than or equal to 
the true quotient; where an exact quotient is possible, Q will reach this value 
only if B is positive and will otherwise fall short of it, algebraically, by one 
unit in the PI position. Since the result is truncated, a few further instructions 
are required to give a balanced round-off whore this is required.

If the true remainder is required as well as the quotient, an additional 
limit is imposed that JA|^L |B| ^2^0. The modified form of remainder r actually 
found in 21 j after division, is related to the true remainder R by

r = 2(2R-B) 
so that R = -g\-gr+B)

It will be clear that if | B| 2^ r may be out of single length in
which case R will not be recoverable. This is the reason for the extra limitation..

The detailed construction of the divider imposes one slightly awkward limi
tation; this is that the divisor must not be sent to TS16 in the odd minor cyclo 
immediately preceding the odd minor cycle in whioh the division is started. TGB 
is put on automatically at the start of a division and left on at the end.

The equation giving the relationship between A, B, Q and R can also bo 
written in the form

I = Q.2-31 + 5 x 2-31

Hence the resulting number found in 212 after division is the value of tho 
quotient A/B to 31 b.p. (neglecting the remainder). So far we have assumed that- 
A and B are integers, but the result is obviously true if A and B are fractions 
each having the same numbor of binary places. Generally the number of binary 
places in the result obtained by dividing x with b binary places by y with c 
binary places is x with (31+b-c) binary places. It is generally necessary to

y
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make shifts before a division to make sure that J Bj A | and possibly after
wards to obtain the quotient with the required number of binary places.

Example 25. Divide the number in TS14 by that in TS16, knowing the latter 
to be larger in modulus giving the rounded off quotient in TS16 with 30 b.p. 
with an error between -y in the lowest place

14 - 21, numerator to 21,
1 - 24 start the division
1-1 dummy instruction to waste time

27 - 22g round off after division 
22?- 16 quotient to TS16.

Notes. Before the round off instruction, the quotient has an error between 
0 and -1 in the lowest digit. The final instruction which will drop 
the P1 digit of 212 may introduce another error between 0 end -1.
Thus, without any round off instruction the error in TS16 would be 
effectively caused by an error in 21 p ranging from 0 to -2. To make 
this a balanced error the round off instruction adds a PI, making the 
effective error in 212 lie between ±1P1 , and thus the final error in 
TS16 lies between yPI and -yPI as required.

Example 26. Divide the number in TS1 6 by the number,in TS14 to 31 b.p. 
knowing the latter to be the greater and less than 2'^ in modulus, and find 
the exact remainder

16 - 21 numerator to 21,
14-16 denominator to 1 6
1-24 start division
1-1 dummy to waste tine

22 - 215 shift down r after division
1 6 - 22-5 add to yr the denominator
22 - 21j shift down again to give the true remainder

Example 27. Given x with 24 b.p. in 192 
y with 27 b.p. in 19^ 

and z with 26 b.p. in 202
calculate xy with 25 b.p. planting it in TS14 assuming only that

Z I > x
S < 26

I 2 I
A flow diagram for this calculation could be as follows:- 

1 9O - 1 6 (x)

3b - 212
- 213 (y)

0 - 24 start multiplying x Ty y
+ " 27 " }

30 )
j calculate the sign correction

1 - '^1|" - 25 )

13 '^23^

(I) 21 - 222 3

29 - 232 round off xy
202 - 16 (z)

1 - 24 start dividing xy by z
1 - 1 dummy

212 - 14 (SC)
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Notes. (a) The result in 21 before instruction (i) will be xy with 51 t>.P.
so that after this instruction and the round, off instruction xy 
will be in 21? with 20 b.p. Since )x( <• 2? and. | y| -< 2* 
(otherwise they could not be stored, with 24 b.p. and. 27 b.p. 
respectively) then | xyj 2^ which con be stored, with 20 b.p. 
and. so the instruction (i) cannot cause capacity to be exceeded.

(b) Since 2^ and z is stored with 6 more b.p. than (xy)
before the start of division, then the numerator is less than 
the denominator and the divider will give the correct result with 
(31 + 20 - 26) = 25 b.p.

Exercise^_13. Prove that the round off instruction in example 25 oannot cause 
capacity to be exceeded in 21p, which would cause the wrong result to be 
given in TS16. (Note: If a Pl is added to a number which has 1's in all the 
digits PI to P31, capacity will be exceeded.)
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18. TOE ILLOWIC DM

The total number of storage positions which arc available for numbers and 
instructions in the mercury delay lines is only 402 which is not at all suffi
cient for most calculations required to be done. Per that reason a magnetic 
drum is available on DEUCE which can store (= 8,192) numbers or instructions. 
Tho magnetic drum is only a storage medium and before any instructions which 
arc store 1 on it can be used they have to be transferred to the mercury delay 
lines. Similarly, before any data can be used in arithmetic operations it has 
to be stored in a delay line.

The contents of the drum is divided into 256 tracks, oa«h track storing 
32 numbers or instructions^ tho equivalent of 1DL. Information is road from the 
drum and written on it only in blocks of 32 words. To write information on the 
drum there arc sixteen writing heads held solidly together in a block which is 
capable of movement into any one of sixteen positions along the drum. To write 
a block of information on a track there arc in general two operations; first, 
shift the writo head block to the required position, if it is not already there; 
second, aotually writo on tho drum through the sclootod head. Tho tracks nay 
be considered as numbered from b to 255, those numbered Q to 15 being reached 
with tho head block in position 0, those from 16 to 31 with it in position 1, 
and so on. If the track number is written as . n 8 digit binary number, the 
most significant four digits represent the head block position, and the bottom 
four represent the particular head to 'bo used. In tho nomal notation a track 
number is written in the form "a/b" where ”a" represents the head block posi
tion, and *'b” tho head number.

There is ; similar arrangement of sixteen reading heads in a block which 
con move into any one of sixteen positions. 'Aie two mechanisms are independent, 
so that an eperation which requires repeated reading from tracks 3/0, 3/1, 3/2 
and repeated writing on f/O, 5/1, 5^2 docs not need any head shifting operations.

Information is always written from and read into DL11. There arc thus 
four basic operations conoernod with the magnetic drum, shift read hoads into a 
specified position, shift write heads, write the contents of DL11 on to tho 
track now under a specified writing head and road the track now under a 
specified reading head into DL11.

Ik pp otic In struct ions_

Operations involving tho magnotio store arc initiated by instructions 
using destinations 30 and 31. Destination 31 is used for head shifts and 
destination 30 for reading or writing.

The characteristic section of tho instruction determines whether the 
reading or writing apparatus is intended, h characteristic of 0 (or 2) gives 
reading (l>30) or shift reading heads (D31) and a characteristic of 1 (or 3) 
gives writing (D30) or shift ’writing heads (D31).

Exotrplo_ 28 . (a) To road the contents of track 7/9 to DL11
7-31 (0)
9-30 (0)

(b) To write the contents of DL11 on track 9/15
9-31 (1)

15 - 30 (1)
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All four types of those instructions only initiate the appropriate action. 
As moving mochaniool parts arc in action, tho time taken to complete the opera
tions are longer then any operation entirely electronic in character. The 
time taken for a head shift is about 35 ms and for a reading or writing opera
tion about 13 ®s. During this time any sequence of instructions not using DL11 
or the magnetic drum may be obeyed at full speed. Fortunately, unlike the 
multiplication and division one docs not have to program the required waiting 
time for a magnetic operation to be completed. If during the course of tho 
magnetic operation, on instruction is tx-ken from store which uses either 
source 11 or destinations 11, 30 or 31, this instruction is not oboyod until 
an appropriate signal is received from the magnetic drum that the current 
magnetic opera-fion is now complete.

Note, An instruction "n-31" obeyed when the relevant head block is already 
in position n does not occupy any time (beyond the normal instruc
tion time).
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19. T.C.A,_

There remains but one facility on DEUCE to be described and it is not at 
all frequently used. The instruction "3-24” puts on a trigger TCA which will 
affect the contents of TS16. V/hcn TCA is on tho contents of me m of DL10 is 
always stored in TS1 6 in me (m+1), the initial contents of TS1 6 being lost.
There is not a special instruction for turning off TCA; it is automatically 
put off by any instruction which has a destination of 16. TCA is useful when 
one wishes to displace a block of information by 1 me. For example, when 
TCA is on the instruction 16-10 (32 me) moves the initial contents of 10q to 
10^, the initial contents of 10^ to lOp and so on, and initial contents of

to 1Dq,
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20. SUBROUTINES

Examples were given in Section 12 of the use of arithmetic facilities to 
modify instructions. This depended on the fact that numbers and instructions 
are stored in the computer in just the same way.

Another advantage of this characteristic is that it permits one to use 
a normal transfer to move a complete instruction from one storage location to 
another.

This enables a particular instruction (a) to be obeyed at several 
different points in a program and to be followed by a different successor (b) 
each time. Suppose, for instance, that instruction A is coded to take its 
next instruction from location I30; the technique employed is to store the 
various instructions B wherever convenient and to transfer them in turn from 
there into location 1^q between successive occasions of obeying instruction A.

It might bo as well at this point to indicate the object of all this; 
the cheapest way of obeying a single instruction at several different points 
of the same program is clearly to store several different copies of the 
instruction, each with the appropriate values of NIS, W and T.

The point is that the same technique can be employed to obey a whole 
sequence of instructions at several different points in the same program. The 
procedure is as follows:-

(a) code the last instruction of the sequence to lead to I3©;
(b) before obeying the first instruction of the sequence on each occasion, 

transfer to 1^q an instruction which leads on to the next stage of the 
main program.

This technique, however, has the limitations that the various instructions 
to follow on after our sequence must all be stored in mo 30 of seme DL; this 
could be very inconvenient. A TS is therefore used as a buffer. Thus;-

(a) the instructions in (b) above are transferred not to I3Q but to the 
chosen TS;

(b) an extra instruction is attached at the beginning of the sequence which 
transfers from this TS to 1jQ.

A sequence of instructions used in this way is called a "closed first-order 
subroutine". For instance, one might have such a subroutine for dividing one 
whole number by another to give the true quotient and remainder. If one wanted 
to calculate the highest common factor tf two numbers, one might use this 
integral division subroutine; this highest common factor program could be written 
as a subroutine, which would then be a "second-order subroutine". A subroutine 
to calculate the lowest common multiple of two numbers might use the highest 
common factor subroutine and would then be a "third-order subroutine".

The instruction which is planted in 1-zg before entering a subroutine, and 
is obeyed just after completing the subroutine is called a "link". As indica
ted, the link of a first-order subroutine is planted in I^q. A second-order 
subroutine cannot also use I3Q for this purpose, since its own link would be over 
written by the links of its internal first-order subroutines. For this reason 
it is arranged that a second-order subroutine puts its link in 1^j, a third- 
order in 1q and so on.

The technique of subroutines has another advantage; a subroutine for any 
common operation which has been written for one program may be used unchanged 
in any other program. There is a library of DEUCE subroutines for a wide 
range of operations; this library receives contributions from and is distri
buted to all DEUCE users.
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Example. 29. If the instruction "13-1^g" inser'*,Gd into the flow diagram 
given in example 24, to bo obeyed before the instruction "14-27" stored in 
225, then such a section of orders would consist of a first-order closed 
subroutine. The last instruction, obeyed in 1^q is the link, whioh is the 
contents of TS13 when the subroutine is entered. Suppose one is given two 
numbers Xj and in 192 and 19x each with 25 b.p. and two numbers y, and 
y2 in 202 and 20j each with 28 b.p. and one wanted to replace x^ and Xg 
by Xjy>| and x^y^ each with 24 b.p. ^hen the flow diagram for this, in ’which 
the multiplication subroutine is just given the label "MULT" would be as 
follows:-

30 192-U
3, 209 - 16

\ 38 “ 15
22q MULT
1 15 - 1930 9 ?2
32 193 - 14
3C 20,-16 5 3

- 13
22q MULT 

bo 15 -153

Note... The instruction stored in 38 is the instruction "15-192" whioh will 
be obeyed from position 1jq and so would be coded as 3, 15-19, 0, 2,

/ 1 f'l C

LONDON COMPUTING SERVICE,
KF. N.R.L., MARCONI HOUSE.'
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APPENDIX A

DEUCE READER & PERCH TIMINGS

This table shows the time available for obeying sequences of instructions 
between various events when reading or punching cards.
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Event from which time Time in ms Requirement after 
this timeis measured Reader Punch

a Stop instruction for any 2 4 Successful read or punch.
row of a card 6 Read zeros.

b Stop instruction for any '"15 ~3^--------■ Catch SS" for next row.
of first 11 rows 21 46 Miss SS for next row

c Stop instruction for TEth ----- Catch 1st SS of next card
row' when running continuously.

100 135 Miss 1st SS of next card
when running continuously.

d Stop instruction for 11 t h ' ’ 11 ■ TIL not yet bn.
row
Start of TIL 2 2 Catch 12th S3.

7 9 Miss 12th SS.
Stop instruction for 12th 18 35 TIL not yet off.
row 25 50 TIL off.

23 - TIL off after P34 on 12th
row

23 30 TIL off after 9-24X on
12th row.

Read cleared by P54 or 13 - ID switches can be used.
9-24X on any row
End of TIL 57 75 Catch 1st SS of next card

when running continuously.
e Call Read or Punch when 134 " i'8o ' Catch 1st SS of card.

machine has stopped (or
recall at least one second
after end of TIL)

f Read cleared by P34 on any 0 Recall read by 12-24
row

g Clear Read or Punch by 9-24 2 - 2 Not Read or Punoh same card
on re-calling

h Stop instruction for 1 2th ' ' 40 - Clear Read and' not pass
row of a card extra card through Reader.

70 - Clear Read and pass extra
card through Reader with-
out giving "MISSED CARD"
alarum.

itw Stop instruction for any 13 35 Clear Read or Punch by 5-24
row of a card and not get next SS.

k Stop instruction for any 20 Successful punoh on f ol-
row of a card lowing row.

1 SS on last row of card 20 ' Clear Punoh and not pass
extra card through Punch

m Stop instruction for any 24 Clear Punch and not punch on
row of a card next row of a card.
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Logical Flow Diagram for Example 12.





Logical flow diagram for the solution of a  
Quadratic equation.
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